Defective thyroglobulin synthesis and secretion causing goiter and hypothyroidism.
The integrity of the Tg structure as a protein is essential for adequate synthesis of thyroid hormone. Also a large supply of iodine and of thyroid hormone is stored into the Tg molecule and available for secretion on demand. Mutations in Tg gene or hyposialylated Tg due to a defective sialyltransferase activity would cause a structurally defective protein and severely impair the functional ability of Tg. In this review we attempt to cover the abnormalities in the synthesis of Tg described in both animals and man. Hereditary congenital goiter with or without hypothyroidism is the phenotypic major clinical finding in these species. Affected animals include sheep, bovine cattle, bongo antelope, goats, and mice. As in man the inheritance mode is autosomal recessive. In most animal studies structurally abnormal Tg is present. The molecular basis for the defective Tg synthesis was attributable to nonsense mutation in exon 9 (Afrikander cattle) and in exon 8 (Dutch goats). In man the Tg defective synthesis has been reported in 89 subjects and frequently more than one sibling is affected in a given generation. Characteristically these patients exhibit hereditary congenital goiter with relatively low Tg levels that do not increase after stimulation with bovine TSH. High PBI concentrations with low serum T4 values indicate the serum presence of iodinated proteins (mainly iodoalbumin). Also iodinated peptides are frequently excreted into the urine. Tissue studies confirm that there is an absent Tg peak at gel filtration, and virtually no immunoassayable Tg is present in the tissue extracts. The molecular basis of these defects have been recently reported in a patient and includes low tissue Tg mRNA probably due to premature degradation of a defective Tg mRNA. The responsible mutation is a cytosine to thymine transition creating a stop codon at position 1510. The point mutation is removed by the preferential accumulation of a 171 nt deleted Tg mRNA. In another subject molecular studies revealed that exon 4 was missing from the major Tg transcript due to a cytosine to guanine transversion at position minus 3 in the acceptor splice site of intron 3. It is anticipated that other mutations responsible for these defects will be identifiable in the near future.